Note: For safety and ease, assembly is recommended using two people.

Assembly:
1. Screw a finial onto one the tubes. Screw tube into a rack top.
2. Screw caps onto other two tubes. Attach these tubes onto the same rack.
3. Screw a cap onto the solid bar. Attach bar to bottom of rack.
4. Put one tube into the center connector of vertical bar of rack.
5. Attach the tubes and solid bar to the second rack.
6. Screw finial to top tube and the caps onto other tubes and solid bar of rack.
7. Note: To secure, make sure all finials and caps are screwed in tightly.
8. Note: Feet have adjustable levelers.

Care Instructions:
Wipe with a soft, dry cloth. To protect the finish, do not use household cleaners or abrasives.